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As the lotus flowers blossom in our Qizhen Lake and bring 
some coolness to the hot summer days, I am pleased to 

science.

A brand new college, the School of Art and Archaeology 
was established in May, whose goal is to integrate edu-
cation, research, cultural preservation and social services.

scientists have recently made in rare plants preservation, 
bipolar depression diagnosis and AI to tackle environmen-
tal issues. It is also worth mentioning that two innovative 
solutions related to stanch bleeding, a T-shirt and a new 
“bio-glue”, were published in the Journal of Nature Com-
munication and attracted enormous attention both at 
home and from abroad.

As always, we wish you pleasant reading and hope you 
follow us in the social media and leave your comments!
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President WU speaks at the International 
Conference on AI and Education

The International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Ed-
ucation themed “Planning Education in the AI Era: Lead the 
leap” was convened on May 16. Over 300 participants from 110 
countries gathered at the conference to discuss the implemen-
tation of AI strategies for education.

-
lution in the Era of Augmented Intelligence”. He believes, the AI 
Plus Education’ mode, which will definitely go beyond imagina-
tion, will lead education back to its origin and provide a better 

and Archaeology. The School currently has about 60 full-time 
faculty members and an enrollment of over 430 students.

“We aim to become the best school of art and archaeology in 
-
-

gration of state-of-the-art technology, research with great aca-
demic and social importance will be carried out, which will help 
to further enhance the visibility and impact of Chinese culture 
on a global stage.”

Zhejiang University Museum 
of Art and Archaeology (ZUMAA).

Education

School of Art and Archaeology inaugurated at ZJU

Z J U  N E W S R O O M
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Abies beshanzuensis seedlings back to the wild, 
in an effort to save the endangered species. 

technology they used to study the breedings of Abies beshanzuensis could carry out “cesarean 
section” for embryos of the plant that have encountered developmental difficulties. 
The plant has unique biological characteristics and high academic value in the study of flora and 

In the media
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Research

AI facilitates the prediction of CO2 adsorption

-
-

diction of CO2 adsorption. In this study, the conspicuous 

about CO2 adsorption capacity is achieved only when Vmi-
-

neously. More importantly, the trained deep neural network 
-

tion capacity for more than 1000 data samples. This un-
-

its great potential to predict gas adsorption and guide the 

depression (BD)

A recent study on the gut microbiota changes in Chinese 
adolescent patients with bipolar depression sheds light on 

-
gaged in an analysis of 16S-ribosomal RNA gene sequenc-

It revealed that gut microbial composition and diversity 

with greater gut microbial diversity in HCs, as estimated by 

and is the first to evaluate microbial changes following que-
tiapine monotherapy. 
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-
-

istry of Education in 2016.

contributions by cementing ties with 30-plus universities and research institutes 

support and cultural dissemination, and making every endeavor to construct a 
shared community of education and science.

-
-

and Technology of China, was officially inaugurated.  
“The Alliance aims at creating an inter-connected, collaborative and sharing plat-
form for higher-tier, higher-level and higher-caliber strategic cooperation, there-
by promoting the integrated development of tertiary education in the Yangtze 

Public Engagement
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The team led by Prof. LI Xiaoming from the School of 
Medicine engaged in research into whether the thalam-

ic reticular nucleus（TRN） may be involved in attentional 
regulation for the selection of relevant sensory information 

article entitled “A novel cortico-intrathalamic circuit for 
flight behavior” in the Journal of Nature Neuroscience.

LI Xiaoming et al. discover that it is activation of parval-

-

the limbic TRN, which in turn inhibits the intermediodor-
→limbic 

TRN→ -
duces flight behavior. Conversely, removal of inhibition onto 

The study delves deep into fear behavior and offers novel 
approaches to understand how animals make a decision 
when confronted with a fearful environment.

R E S E A R C H  H I G H L I G H T S

The research involves collaborative efforts by many healthcare 
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Surgical suturing is especially difficult when dealing with diseased, damaged or 

small blood vessels. A team of researchers from the School of Medicine created 

a gel composed of a network of proteins and other molecules. The product, which 

requires ultraviolet light to activate, can adhere within seconds and then bond to wet 

biological tissue surfaces. 

bio-glue could seal wounds to pig 

bio-glue, no 

stitches.

surgeries and to stop emergency bleeding. The relevant finding is published in the 

Journal of Nature Communications
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T -

 Journal of Nature Communications.
-

mostat. The hemostatic device outperforms other clay or zeolite-based inorganic hemostats in terms of higher proco-
agulant activity, minimized loss of active components and better scalability for practical applications. The most reliable 
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-
ing Young Talents in Hangzhou” in April. As the first-ever non-Chinese winner 
of the award, Tim Clancy has lived in Hangzhou for nine years and served as an 
international volunteer for around five years. He and his Chinese wife have been 
committed to helping foreigners settle down in the city and introducing Hang-
zhou to the world. 

As an enthusiastic learner, Tim Has been pursuing degrees in four totally differ-
ent areas in China and Australia and is about to graduate this year as a bachelor 

In the future, he hopes to couple his background in engineering with his medical 

continue promoting China and Chinese culture to the world after graduation. 

S P O T L I G H T  O N :  S T U D E N T
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challenges in the development of lithium metal battery cannot be tackled by any 

improvement of materials and battery safety, so that the research of lithium met-

traits as researchers. In addition to finding the truth, doing research is more of 

told by others.” She sees doing research is a spiral of trial and error, and encour-
ages women to think independently.

and error

S P O T L I G H T  O N :  S T U D E N T F A C U L T Y


